
THE TASTING PANEL
This month’s box is a celebration of Londons vibrant and ever-changing 

beer scene, including established breweries and new upstarts.

Weird Beard Dark Hopfler
We’re not sure there is a more underrated brewery in London, or possibly even the 
UK. Weird Beard make knockout beer on a weekly basis, but somehow even we 
forget that when we don’t literally have one in front of us. Dark Hopfler is made with 
the second runnings of their imperial stout, washing out the last of the sugar to make 
for a table-beer strength dark ale, which is given body by lactose and bite by some 
big American hops. 

Kernel Export India Porter
Kernel are rightly known for their hoppy pales and IPAs, as well as getting some 
buzz for their wild barrel-aged beers. But founder Evin started out remaking historic 
beer styles and showing them off at his local homebrew club (which produced more 
world-class brewers than just Evin). This is one of those beers, a strong well-hopped 
porter brought kicking and screaming into the 21st century with mountains of big, 
citrusy and spicy American hops. So rich, complex and exciting.

One Mile End Juicy 4pm
One Mile End, like quite a few breweries these days, don’t hide their politics. Well, 
they do a bit I guess, because this beer used to be called “JC for PM”. The title still 
works even post-election, because it’s an absolute juice bomb that’s still sessionable 
enough to be cracked open at 4pm and drunk all night. The quality of this beer is a 
testament to how far One Mile End have come since breaking free of the White Hart 
in Whitechapel just two years ago.

Fourpure Easy Peeler
We like to think of this beer as a session version of Juicebox – a session strength 
juicy banger with lots and lots and lots of fruit peel. It’s mega citrusy, really light 
and zingy, and is just a burst of sunshine in a can. We love it, but we hate the way 
it always makes us sing Phil Collins when we read the name. And soon, so will you.

Pressure Drop/Lost and Grounded How We Roll
This one takes some deconstructing, and you might be skeptical to start, but with 
these two brewers you just kind of know it’s going to work. It’s technically a Belgian 
stout – with lots of roasted coffee, candi sugar and Belgian spice – but then they’ve 
added some artisan cocoa shells from a chocolatier in Bethnal green, which ramps 
up the aromatics and deep chocolate finish. 



Gipsy Hill/Boxcar Brewing Muse
When these guys come together there is only going to be one result – a hazy juice 
explosion. That’s exactly what you get. It’s got a light and zingy body like lemonade, 
but on the nose it is all tropical fruit and a hint of earthy spice to balance the sweetness. 
We put Boxcar in our ones to watch for 2018 and they are already delivering on that 
promise.

Beavertown Double Chin
Brewed every year to celebrate Beavertown’s birthday, Double Chin takes the same 
hops, malt and yeast as Neck oil and doubles it. The result is a classic West Coast 
Imperial IPA – pale gold and cracker dry with a C-hop hit of lemon, orange and pine 
so big it turns kinda funky. In a world of East Coast-inspired DIPAs, a beer like this is 
a breath of fresh, piney air that tops 2017’s edition.

BBNO DIPA Grape
Brew By Number’s DIPAs are criminally underrated and this has to be one of the 
best yet. Like all their hoppy numbers, this beer is wickedly light with a fine, zingy 
carbonation which lets the sticky stone fruits really coat your tongue. On top of that 
they have layered lots of citrus hops adding pineapple and mango, before a dry, 
white wine like finish brought about by the fact the beer was refermented over white 
grape juice. It’s complex but dangerously drinkable, especially at the slightly higher 
9% abv!

Partizan Atomium
Partizan are a funny one. They have been around longer than most London brewers, 
but like Kernel are very happy to sit back and let others worry about growth. In the 
meantime, they produce exactly the kind of beers they want to drink, which luckily 
aligns with us! Atomium is a heady Belgian pale ale named after the bizarre structure in 
Brussels. It’s got lots of classic spicy esters, balanced by lots of big citrusy American 
hops that make the beer much drier than you expect. It’s a great fridge beer, chilled 
right down and drunk after a hard day.

Howling Hops Pale XX
Howling Hops is probably our favourite brewpub, and Pale XX is our go-to beer. 
It’s a big, bold West Coast pale ale loaded with C hops that vary throughout the 
season. This one uses Citra, Columbus and Chinook, all high alpha hops that load 
the biscuity malt base with umami-ish resin, pine and pithy notes of orange, lemon 
and grapefruit. It’s beer like you’d get in the big brewing cities of the American mid-
west – all about the bitterness, bite and heady aroma.


